The College of Liberal Arts and The Patti and Paul Yetter Center for Law at the University of Texas at El Paso invites you to join us in celebrating

CONSTITUTION DAY 2019

MONDAY, SEPT. 16
9:00 AM - 12:30 PM

WE ARE EXCITED TO PRESENT A WIDE VARIETY OF TOPICS THROUGH OUR PROGRAMS AND MAJORS:

THEATRE ARTS:
Jay Stratton & Josey Pickett
Exercising Our Rights: A Series of Performance Pieces Highlighting the First Amendment

AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES:
Michael Williams
The Promise of Citizenship in the U.S. Constitution and the State Practices that Denied it: The Failure of the 14th Amendment to Protect African Americans in the Segregated South

POLITICAL SCIENCE:
Rebecca Reid
Indigenous and Constitutional Law: The Perpetual Battle

CENTER FOR CIVIC ENGAGEMENT:
Enna Lujan, Ashley Armendariz
Let's Talk... Why Vote?

WOMEN'S STUDIES:
Gina Nuñez
Women’s Suffrage Movement: The Road to the 19th Amendment

HISTORY:
Michael Topp
The Constitution for Better and Worse in U.S. History

CHICANO STUDIES:
Irma Montelongo, Adrian Aragones
Mexican Americans: The Granting and Taking of Citizenship

COMMUNICATION:
Richard Pineda
Political Advertising in the U.S.: Constitutional Expression in Action

CHICANO STUDIES:
Ray Rojas
A U.S. Constitution Without your Rights Protected, a Constitution with your Rights Protected

ENGLISH:
Brian Yothers
Antislavery Literature and the Constitution